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Abstract: Dictionary compiling connected with lexicology and dealing with 
problems the form, meaning, usage and origin of vocabulary units and making use of 
each other’s achievements. The main objective of the article is the process of 
compiling dictionary and to discuss the most important changes that have been 
implemented as solutions to some of the problems such as, the selection of lexical 
units for inclusion, their arrangement, the setting of the entries, the selection and 
grouping of word meanings, the definition of meanings, illustrative material and 
supplementary material. This paper presents how learners enable dictionary 
compiling of difficulty, peculiarities of dictionary compiling and who would like to 
gain some information about the vocabulary resources of Modern English. 
Keywords: the selection of lexical units for inclusion, their arrangement, the 
setting of the entries, the selection and grouping of word meanings, the definition of 
meanings, illustrative material and supplementary material. 
 
Modern English lexicography appeared in the 15th century. It is essential to state 
that, the dictionary was a great success and it influenced the development of 
lexicography in all countries and the dictionary influenced normalization of the 
English vocabulary. There are a lot of various kinds and types of dictionaries and 
they play a vital role in improving and increasing exicographic description language. 
According to Ginzburg (1986), “dictionary compiling problems are divided into 
the selection of lexical units for inclusion, their arrangement, the setting of the 
entries, the selection and grouping of word meanings, the definition of meanings, 
illustrative material and supplementary material. It is important to state that, the 
selection of lexical units is evidently important for all dictionaries. Because only a 
dictionary of a dead language or a word-book presenting the language of some author 
can be complete as far as the range of the lexical units. There is no opportunity of 
recording all the technical terms because they are too great in number and their 
number increases practically every day. In the prospective dictionary lexicographers 
come across the choice of lexical units. Explanatory and translation dictionaries 
usually have words and phraseological units, also some of them include affixes as 
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separate entries. Furthermore, pronouncing and etymological dictionaries and some 
others deal only with words.”1 
The following stage is that arrangement of entries. The entries are given in a 
single alphabetical listing in most dictionaries of different types. A perfect example 
for this can be explanatory and translation dictionaries and they can be grouped in 
families of words and of the same root. According to Ginzburg most explanatory and 
translation dictionaries have the main entries, both simple words and derivatives, 
which appear in alphabetical order. 
The next stage is Arrangement and selection of meanings. The explanation of 
meaning may be achieved by a group of synonyms which give a fairly general idea. 
There are two main types linguistic only concerns with words as speech material, 
encyclopedic concerns with things for which the words are names. According to 
Arnold(1986) very interesting considerations on this subject are due to Alf 
Sommerfeldt. He thinks definitions must be based on the fact. 
Illustrative examples. Frequency dictionaries, spelling books, pronouncing, 
ideographic, etymological dictionaries provide illustrative examples. Only very small 
dictionaries do not include examples, usually of low quality dictionaries. 
“The choice of adequate equivalents. Adequate translation vocabulary items are 
one of the major problems in compiling translation dictionaries. The Russian English 
dictionary under Prof. Smirnitsky’s general direction and the New English Russian 
dictionary edited by Galperin differ from other word books of their kind on account 
of wider and profound information that is supplied both about the vocabulary items.”2 
The next stage is setting of the Entry. It is essential to state that the most 
complicated type of entry is that found in explanatory dictionaries. In explanatory 
dictionaries of the synchronic type the entry usually gives us the following data: 
accepted spelling and pronunciation, the part of speech, irregular grammatical forms, 
some definitions of meanings , phraseology and etymology. 
Structure of the dictionary. They can be divided into three parts word-book, 
pronunciation and abbrivations. For example: the educational material may include a 
list of colleges and universities, special signs and symbols used in various branches 
of science, tables of weights and measures. 
Types of dictionaries. Explanatory dictionaries provide info on all aspects of the 





1 Ginzburg.English lexicology- Moscow, second edition,1979 p269 
2 Stuart Redman. Lexicology of the English language-Tashkent, second edition, 2008. p132 
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Translation (parallel) dictionaries - a list of vocabulary items in one language 
and their equivalents in (an)other language(s). 
Phraseological dictionaries - idiomatic or colloquial phrases, proverbs and 
other, usually with illustrations. 
Dictionaries of neologisms (neologism - <20 years). The new items are collected 
from the reading of newspaper, magazines and - rarely - books. 
Dictionaries of slang (substandard speech such as vulgarisms, jargonisms, taboo 
words, curse-words, colloquialisms). 
Usage dictionaries (usage problems of all kind - for native speakers: the 
difference in meaning of synonyms, the proper pronunciation, etc.) 
Dictionaries of word frequency (frequency of occurrence of lexical units in 
speech for teaching purposes, the basic vocabulary, for the machine translation 
systems to choose a better - more frequent - variant of a word). 
Reverse dictionaries (the entry words are arranged in an alphabetical order 
starting with the final letter - e.g. for rhyming purpose). 
Pronouncing dictionaries (contemporary variation of pronunciation). 
The most complicated type of entry is found in explanatory dictionaries. The 
entry of an explanatory dictionary of the synchronic type usually presents the 
following data: accepted spelling, pronunciation, grammatical characteristics, the 
indication of parts of speech, definition of meanings, modern currency, illustrative 
examples, derivatives, phraseological units, etymology, synonyms, antonyms.  
The structure of the dictionary consists of an Introduction and Guide to the use 
of the dictionary. It explains all the peculiarities of the dictionary and also gives a key 
to pronunciation, the list of abbrivations. 
Most people know how to use a dictionary to look up a word's meaning. Here 
are some pointers on how to do this as a part of a vocabulary-building program: 
• Have your own dictionary 
Keep it where you usually do your reading at home. You are more likely to use 
it if you do not have to get it from another room. At work, there may be a good 
dictionary available for your use. At home, most people do not have a big, 
unabridged dictionary; however, one of the smaller collegiate dictionaries would be 
fine to start with. 
• Circle the words you look up 
After you have done this for a while, your eye will naturally move to the words 
you have circled whenever you flip through the dictionary. This will give you a quick 
form of review. 
• Read the entire entry for the word you look up 
Remember, words can have more than one meaning, and the meaning you need 
for the word you are looking up may not be the first one given in your dictionary. 
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Even if it is, the other meanings of the word will help you understand the different 
ways the word is used. Also, the word's history, usually given near the beginning of 
the entry, can often give a fascinating picture of the way the word has developed its 
current meaning. This will add to the pleasure of learning the word as well as help 
you remember it. 
The Use of Dictionaries 
Usually we are sure that students want to know the meaning of many more 
words than teachers can teach them, the dictionary provides one of the best resources 
for students who wish to increase the number of words they understand. But it‘s 
better to use the monolingual dictionary. In it there are many more words than 
students will ever see in class. There is more grammatical information about the 
words. There is information about pronunciation, spelling, word formation, and 
metaphorical and idiomatic use a whole profile of a practical word. It requires 
teachers to introduce to their methods of choosing and using a proper dictionary. This 
is fairly practical, just as the Chinese proverb goes - Teach me how to fish, rather 
than giving me fish. 
In conclusion, one of the contemporary problems of lexicography at the present 
stage is creation of dictionaries. Analyzing the paper creating dictionary is very 
important and the need for dictionaries of different types of increases due to the 
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